AND CONCLUSIONS
1. The effect of auditory stimulation with click trains, noise bursts, amplitude-modulated noise bursts, and amplitude-modulated tone bursts on the correlation of firing of 1,290 neuron pairs recorded on one or two electrodes in primary auditory cortex of the cat was investigated. A distinction was made between neural synchrony (the correlation under stimulus conditions) and neural correlation (the correlation under spontaneous or under stimulus conditions after correction for stimulus-related correlations). For neural correlation 63% of the single-electrode pairs showed a unilateral excitation component, often combined with a common-input peak, and only 11% of the dual electrode pairs showed this unilateral excitation.
2. Under poststimulus conditions the incidence of correlograms with clear peaks was high for single-electrode pairs (80-90% range) and somewhat lower for dual-electrode pairs (50-60% range). The strength of the neural correlation for poststimulus conditions, from 0.5 to 2 s after a 1 -s stimulus, was comparable with that obtained for 15min continuous silence, suggesting that aftereffects of stimulation had largely disappeared after 0.5 s. A stationarity analysis of the correlation coefficient corroborated this.
3. Two stimulus-correction procedures, one based on the shift predictor and the other based on the joint peristimulus-time histogram (JPSTH) were compared. The mean value of the neural correlation under stimulus conditions obtained after applying the poststimulus time (PST) predictor was on average 20% larger than the mean value obtained after application of the shift predictor; however, this was not significantly different at the 0.05 level. There were no differences in the shape of the correlograms. This suggests that the less time-consuming shift predictor-based stimulus-correction procedure can be used for cortical neurons.
4. Under stimulus conditions neural correlation coefficients could be ~50% smaller than for spontaneous conditions. The strength of the stimulus-corrected neural correlation was inversely related to the relative size of the stimulus predictor (compared with the neural synchrony) and thus to the effectiveness of stimulation. This suggests that the assumption of additivity of stimulus and connectivity effects on neural synchrony is generally violated both for shift predictor and PST predictor procedures.
5. The neural correlogram peaks were narrower for single-electrode pairs than for dual-electrode pairs both under stimulus and spontaneous conditions.
Under stimulus conditions the peaks were generally narrower than under spontaneous firing conditions.
6. Neural synchrony was observed in -68% and 66% of the single-electrode pairs and in 67% and 4 1% of dual-electrode pairs stimulated with clicks or noise bursts, respectively, and only in 46% of single-electrode pairs and 24% of dual-electrode pairs under AM tone-burst stimulation.
The neural synchrony coefficients for single-electrode pairs were on average two times larger than the neural correlation coefficients and -3 times for dualelectrode pairs. Dual-electrode pair synchrony coefficients were comparable in value (0.037-0.045) for stimulation with clicks and AM noise burst or tone bursts. For single-electrode pairs under AM tone-burst stimulation the neural synchrony coefficients were only slightly more than half of those obtained for click and AM noise-burst stimulation.
7. The width of the correlogram peak for neural synchrony was, except for AM tone-burst stimulation, smaller for single-electrode pairs than for dual-electrode pairs and also smaller than the peak width of the neural correlation under spontaneous conditions.
8. Time-dependent changes in the near-coincident firings contributing to the peak in the cross-correlogram were studied with the JPSTH procedure for both clicks and 500-ms noise bursts. Occasionally the time-dependent peak correlation had maximums at the same position as the peak in the JPSTH, suggesting that overcorrection is not the only factor that results in a decrease of the neural correlation under stimulus conditions. The nearly complete suppression of spontaneous activity after stimulation (with either clicks or long noise bursts) and the rhythmic rebound patterns, however, made firm conclusions about time-dependent changes in the underlying interaction difficult.
9. Both the neural synchrony coefficients and the neural correlation coefficients decreased for increasing electrode separation in a nearly identical way. This occurred both within an isofrequency sheet, as a comparison of single-electrode pair values and dualelectrode pair values with equal characteristic frequencies showed, and across isofrequency sheets, as estimated by the difference in octaves between the characteristic frequencies of the neurons. This suggests that the common input responsible for the spatial extent of the spontaneous neural correlation has the same source as the stimulus driven synchrony, i.e., the auditory thalamus or (layer III) pyramidal cell collaterals.
10. The fact that during stimulus presentation the synchronization coefficient increased more for dual-electrode pairs than for single-electrode pairs as compared with spontaneous activity suggests that one of the effects of stimulation is to recruit neurons from large areas of primary auditory cortex into coherent assemblies. The cortex therefore does not process sounds through an array of independent neurons but rather through synchronized clusters of neurons. This would be especially useful for processing complex sounds such as speech and for facilitating transmission of information to the next hierarchical level.
INTRODUCTION
Correlation between the spontaneous firings of two neurons is generally interpreted as a sign of their interconnectivity and/or sharing a common input. Stimulus-dependent changes in the correlation between neural spike trains have been reported for more than two decades (Gerstein 1970; Vaadia et al. 1989 ) and have been interpreted as signs for short-term changes in neural connectivity (Frostig et al. 1983 ). Interconnected groups of -1,000 neurons in the cortex are commonly labeled as "assemblies" (Braitenberg 1978) . Von der Malsburg ( 1985) noticed that the mean activity of such a neural assembly would fluctuate on a "psychological" time scale ( -100 ms to 1 s), whereas activity around the mean fluctuates on a faster physiological time scale ( -1 -10 ms) . Synaptic strengths were envisioned as a more or less permanent component modulated by a fast component that could change the synaptic strength over short physiological time scales. Changes in the more permanent component would be required for the long-term changes in synaptic strength required for memory. The action of a stimulus would be to affect the fast component of a number of connections in the assembly.
The cortex can be pictured as a statistical, weakly coupled, machine ( Braitenberg 1978 ) . Weak coupling implies that no single connection can dominate the firing rate of any neuron in the assembly. Braitenberg's assumption is supported by low numbers of direct connections between neurons, by high percentages of shared inputs, and by generally very small correlation strengths (Abeles 1982) . The main process in the cortex may therefore be its spontaneous activity, on which sensory input acts mainly as a modulator that causes a small perturbation of this spontaneous activity. The fact that at most 0.1% of afferent inputs to an average sensory cortical cell originate from the thalamus seems to support this notion. Consequently the fraction of sensory cortical activity that is directly related to the processing of sensory input is rather small, not necessarily in terms of number of participating cells but rather in the percentage of time that an assembly of cells shows synchronous activity induced or changed by sensory input. As a weakly coupled "machine" the cortex also shows a background synchronous activity resulting from its interconnectivity that has a broad temporal and spatial extension (e.g., Eggermont 1992a). In Von der Malsburg's ( 1985) theory a stimulus is expected to change that synchrony both in strength and temporal and spatial extension. Because specific thalamic inputs to the cortex diverge widely, the rather small effect of a stimulus on the effect of a single connection is greatly amplified by their synchronous action on a number of pyramidal cells. Under spontaneous, asynchronous conditions (300 synaptic inputs may be required to fire a pyramidal -cell, whereas under stimulus, i.e., synchronous, conditions this number is at least a factor 10 smaller (Abeles 1982) . Because of the multiplicative action of synchrony, small correlation strengths can still cause strong effects.
The synchronizing action of neural connectivity is visible in the correlation of the firing times of the neurons involved, and this correlation can be assessed experimentally with the cross-coincidence histogram (CCH). This correlation estimation procedure is valid when the firings of the two neurons can be considered as realizations of a jointly stationary random process (Eggermont 1990; Perkel et al. 1967 ) . This condition implies a constant mean firing rate and invariant interspike-interval histograms for the individual units and is generally met under spontaneous firing conditions for neuron pairs in primary auditory cortex in lightly anesthetized animals (Eggermont 1992a). The estimated peak strength of the CCH was not affected by the presence of spontaneous bursting (Eggermont et al. 1993 ). As demonstrated earlier, the peak strength of the neural correlation in cat primary auditory cortex as reflected in the cross-correlation coefficient is rather low, on average 0.05 for 5-ms-bin CCHs, both in the awake state (Abeles 1982) and under light ketamine anesthesia (Eggermont 1992a) . To obtain a significant correlation under the low spontaneous firing rates of cortical neurons, one needs long recording times; a typical record length of -15 min or equivalently the acquisition of -1,000 spikes per unit is indicated. Especially for units with spontaneous rates < 1 spike/s the firing rate can be significantly enhanced by applying an adequate stimulus. Because auditory cortical neurons are only transiently affected by a constant stimulus one has to rely on time-varying stimuli such as click trains, repetitive tone bursts, and amplitude-modulated (AM) or frequencymodulated sounds. Such stimuli not only enhance the overall firing rates of the neurons involved but also modulate the firing times in such a way that they become locked to the stimulus onset or envelope. Not infrequently the onset firing pattern is followed by rhythmic rebound activity (Eggermont 1992b) . This stimulus synchronous firing generally enhances the amount of correlation between the two spike trains. After our previous terminology (Eggermont et al. 1983; Epping and Eggermont 1987) I will call the crosscorrelation obtained under stimulus conditions neural synchrony. Cross-correlations obtained under spontaneous firing conditions or after appropriate correction for stimulus-induced correlation will be called neural correlation. From the neural correlation one can, under certain assumptions regarding the integration of neural input and the shape of the neuron's response curve, estimate the strength of the neural interaction (van den Boogaard et al. 1986 ). Because the estimate of the neural interaction strength is very sensitive to the shape and working point of the neuron's response curve ( Melssen and Epping 1987 ) , it is generally not permitted to equate the strength of the neural correlation estimated from extracellular recording with the strength of the neural interaction. When an actual stimulus is applied, one of its effects, especially for cortical neurons (Phillips 1985) will be to shift the neuron's working point, and apparent changes in neural correlation may be found without a concommittant change in the strength of the neural interaction (Aertsen 1990; Aertsen and Gerstein 1985; Boven and Aertsen 1990; Eggermont 1988; Erb et al. 1989; Melssen and Epping 1987) .
During stimulation the "total" neural synchrony consists of a component due to stimulus synchrony and one that is a result of neural connectivity, the neural correlation. Under the assumption that the effects of an external stimulus and the effects of neural connectivity to the neural synchrony are additive, Perkel et al. ( 1967 ) proposed a correction for the effects of the stimulus. Two formally identical stimulus predictors were suggested; one resulting from a cross-correlation of the two single-unit poststimulus-time histograms (PSTHs) and the other from calculating the cross-correlogram between one spike train and a shifted (by 1 stimulus period) version of the second spike train. This latter procedure, resulting in the shift predictor, has been the most popular and has the advantage that it can be applied to very long stimuli (such as a set of animal vocalizations) that allow only one repetition; in such a case calculating the PSTH would be useless ( Eggermont et al. 1983 ). The shift predictor was assumed to represent the amount of correla-tion that could be attributed to the locking of the neuron's firings to the stimulus. Subtracting the shift predictor from the neural synchrony then would result in the neural correlation. The assumption of additivity of stimulus-induced correlation and connectivity correlation may well be the weakest link in the chain of reasoning that leads to an interpretation of stimulus-dependent neural correlations. Several studies in subcortical (Eggermont 199 la; Eggermont et al. 1983; Epping and Eggermont 1987; Voigt and Young 1985 ) and cortical regions (Dickson and Gerstein 1974; Frostig et al. 1983 ) of the auditory nervous system have shown that the shift predictor-based correction procedure resulted in neural correlations that differed from those obtained under spontaneous conditions. The first study to apply the shift predictor to cross-correlation studies in auditory cortex (Dickson and Gerstein 1974) found in 15 of 48 pairs a stimulus dependence of the neural correlation. Frostig et al. ( 1983) found that 88% of 117 pairs studied in auditory cortex showed such a stimulus dependence. Explanations for this phenomenon ranged from better detectability of neural correlation as a result of enhanced firing rates (Dickson and Gerstein 1974) to a change in the population of active inputs to the neurons as a result of stimulation (Voigt and Young 1985 ) to an effect of the stimulus on the activation or suppression of other neural units within the same neural net (Eggermont et al. 1983 ) to fast synaptic changes demonstrating the system's plasticity (Frostig et al. 1983 ). As we have seen, such fast synaptic changes play a prominent role in certain theories of brain functioning ( Von der Malsburg 198 5 ) .
A strong warning against the use of the shift predictor in estimates of the neural interaction strength came from studies using realistic model neurons (Melssen and Epping 1987) . Because stimulus effects and neural connectivity effects on the neural synchrony are generally nonadditive, it was concluded that the use of the shift predictor to separate stimulus and neural effects was of limited value. One may avoid this overcorrection effect due to stimulus locking by applying suboptimal stimulation ( Aertsen et al. 1987 ) . Under "adequate" stimulus conditions that evoke strongly stimulus-driven and reproducible spike trains, the neural synchrony becomes identical to the expected correlation based on the shift predictor and consequently no inference can be made about possible underlying connectivity (changes). Thus a sufficient amount of "neural noise" in the record is required to allow conclusions about neural interaction changes. Yang and Shamma ( 1990) underlined these objections to the use of correlation methods in identifying neural connectivity and arrived at conclusions similar to those of Melssen and Epping ( 1987) using simulations with similar model neurons.
Further questions regarding the applicability of crosscorrelation methods to the clearly nonstationary firing patterns induced by stimulation have been raised (Aertsen et al. 1989) . For cortical neurons, the application of a stimulus generally results in a profound reorganization of the firings in an onset-suppression-rebound pattern (Eggermont 1992b; Llinas 1988) . Thus, during the presentation of a stimulus, and for some time (up to a few seconds is possible) thereafter, the assumptions of stationarity of firing are violated. This would present a problem for the interpretation of the result of cross-correlation techniques. Aertsen et al. ( 1989) suggest that for periodically stationary spike trains, i.e., those where a repetitive stimulus evokes firing patterns repeatedly and similarly, a predictor based on the cross-product of the PSTHs of the individual units can be used to correct the joint PSTH (JPSTH). This poststimulus time (PST) predictor is a function of time of firing since stimulus onset for both neurons and not, as was the case for the shift predictor, only a function of the difference in firing times of the two units. Subsequently the difference JPSTH is normalized on basis of the standard deviation of this time-dependent predictor. Note that in the original Perkel et al. ( 1967 ) proposal the PSTHs were cross-correlated, resulting in a predictor correlogram. The JPSTH approach of Aertsen et al. ( 1989) allows the construction of the average cross-correlogram by summation along bins in the JPSTH along and parallel to the main diagonal. In addition a time-dependent near-coincidence histogram can be obtained by a summation perpendicular to the main diagonal of bins in and adjacent to the main diagonal. The integrated PST predictor is considered equivalent to an allorder shift predictor, i.e., one obtained by calculating the average shift predictor for shifts of 0, 1, 2, . . . . , N-1 stimulus periods (Palm et al. 1988 ) . The difference between the cross-correlogram obtained by summation over the JPSTH and the ordinary cross-correlogram thus does not appear in the estimate of the shape of the neural correlation function but arises when the normalization to arrive at a cross-correlation coefficient function is performed (see METHODS for details). In general, then, the values for the cross-correlation coefficients and the boundaries for significance of the neural correlation estimate will differ for the PST-predictor procedure and the all-order shift-predictor procedure ( Aertsen and Gerstein 199 1) . However, given a significant result in both cases, the assumptions under which this result is obtained will still be based on additivity of stimulus and connectivity effects; either per bin in the JPSTH or averaged in the cross-correlogram.
In model studies where connection strengths were kept constant, the estimated strength of the neural interaction under stimulus conditions was not stimulus invariant, although the shape of the cross-correlogram generally was (Melssen and Epping 1987) . In animal experiments, in contrast, dramatic changes in the shape of the corrected cross-correlograms have been found both for subcortical regions (Eggermont et al. 1983; Epping and Eggermont 1987) and for neocortex (Aertsen et al. 199 1; Frostig et al. 1983; Gochin et al. 199 1) . These changes cannot be explained by a simple scaling phenomenon due to a stimulusinduced shift of the working point of the neurons but may require stimulus-specific changes in the activation of different neuron pools that affect the firing of the neurons recorded from (Boven and Aertsen 1990) . Such changes can supposedly be caused by sensory stimulation, despite the very low fraction ( -0.1% ) of direct thalamic sensory inputs on cortical pyramidal cells. The high incidence (150%) of common input-type cross-correlograms in auditory cortex decreases only slowly with electrode separation (55 mm, J. J. Eggermont 1992a; F. de Ribaupierre, personal communication) and therefore suggests a potentially large, delayed, stimulus effect via surrounding cortical neurons on the neural correlation. If the part of the neural synchrony that can be attributed to stimulus locking is largely due to a modulation of the spontaneous firing rate, then one expects that strong transient stimuli such as clicks result in a shift predictor (or PST predictor) that contains a substantial number of spikes that are part of the correlation due to neural connectivity.
Thus the stimulus-corrected correlation will be less than that estimated during spontaneous firing. Less efficient stimuli, e.g., clicks presented at lower intensity or AM noise, would then result in estimated neural correlations that deviate less from those estimated under spontaneous conditions. A differential effect on the surrounding neuron pools is expected to result for AM noise and AM tones with frequency equal to the characteristic frequency (CF) of one of the units. If this differential effect of stimulation on auditory cortex would result in more substantial effects on the neural correlation than just changing its peak strength it would show up in the shape of the difference histograms.
AM stimulation resulting in more sustained firing activity may also show differences in the time-dependent near-coincidence histograms as compared with stimulation with unmodulated sound, which generally only produces an onset response.
In this study I first establish that for auditory cortical neurons there is only a small quantitative difference in the estimated neural cross-correlation coefficients via the PSTpredictor procedure and the shift-predictor procedure and no difference in the shape of the correlogram. Because the PST-predictor procedure is considerably more time-consuming than the shift-predictor procedure I limit this comparison to stimulation with clicks and unmodulated wideband noise-bursts. The second objective of this study is to compare neural cross-correlation coefficients and the shape of the cross-correlograms estimated under spontaneous firing conditions with those for various stimulus conditions (clicks, unmodulated wide-band noise bursts, AM wideband noise bursts, and AM tone bursts). The differences observed are related to the amount of stimulus locking as estimated from the size of the shift predictor as well as to putative changes in the activation of the cortical neuron pool. The third goal is to illustrate the dynamic modulation of the neural correlation under different stimulus conditions using the JPSTH. The final goal is to evaluate potential effects of stimulation on the horizontal extension of neural synchrony and correlation in auditory cortex.
METHODS

Animal preparation
Cats were premeditated with 0.25 ml/ kg body weight of a mixture of 0.1 ml acepromazine (0.25 mg/ml) and 0.9 ml of atropine sulphate (0.5 mg/ml) subcutaneously. After -0.5 h they received an intramuscular injection of 25 mg/ kg of ketamine ( 100 mg/ ml) and an intraperitoneal injection of 20 mg/kg of pentobarbital sodium (65 mg/ml).
The head was shaved, an incision was made in the skin overlying the skull, Durocain (20 mg/ml) was injected subcutaneously and rubbed in gently, and then the skin flap was removed and the skull cleared from overlying muscle tissue. Three small holes were drilled over the frontal cortex and fine jeweler's screws were inserted to serve as an anchor for a large screw that was cemented upside down on the skull with dental acrylic. The cement was allowed to harden for 15 min and then an 8-mm-diam hole was trephined over the right temporal lobe. If needed the hole was enlarged with small bone rongeurs to expose the anterior and posterior ectosylvian sulci, thereby assuring that the primary auditory cortex was fully exposed. The dura was generally left intact and the brain covered with light mineral oil. Then the cat was placed in the sound-treated room on a vibration isolation frame (TMC micro-g). The head was secured in position with the single screw. Additional acepromazine / atropine mixture was administered every 2 h; light anesthesia was maintained with intramuscular injections of 2-5 l mg-'kg l h-' of ketamine. The wound margins were regularly infused with Durocain and new paraffin oil was added if needed. The temperature of the cat was maintained at 38°C with a thermostatically controlled blanket (Harvard Medical Systems). At the end of the experiments the animals were killed with an overdose of pentobarbital sodium.
Acoustic stimulus presentation
Stimuli could be presented from a set of nine speakers (Realistic Minimus 3.5 ) placed in a semicircle with a radius of 55 cm around the cat's head, which was in the center. Usually the frontal speaker was used for sound presentation.
The sound-treated room was made anechoic for frequencies >625 Hz by covering walls and ceiling with acoustic wedges (Sonex 3 in.) and by covering exposed parts of the vibration isolation frame, equipment, and floor with wedge material as well. Calibration and monitoring of the sound field was done using a B&K (type 4 134) microphone placed above the animal's head and facing the active loudspeaker. Then isointensity rate contours, characteristic frequency, and tuning curve of the individual neurons were determined with tone pips presented once per second. The tone-pip stimulus ensemble consisted of five identical sequences of 8 1 tone bursts covering five octaves (tone separation l/16 of an octave) from 625 Hz to 20 kHz presented in pseudorandom frequency order at a fixed intensity level. The individual tone bursts had a gamma-shaped envelope and an effective duration of 50 ms. Thus a complete stimulus ensemble had a duration of 405 s and was presented at various intensity levels.
After the CF was determined, a click stimulus consisting of click trains 1 s in duration was presented every 3 s. Alternately click trains with rates of 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32 clicks per second were presented in that order. This sequence of six click trains (TRAIN2) was repeated 50 times, resulting in a total stimulus ensemble duration of 900 s. Alternatively a click-stimulus ensemble also consisting of click trains 1 s in duration but with more click rates was used. In this stimulus (TRAIN3), click rates were randomly selected between 1 and 32 clicks per second at logarithmically equal distance with four rate values per octave. This sequence of 2 1 click trains was repeated 10 times, resulting in a total stimulus ensemble duration of 630 s. The individual clicks, as in the previous stimulus, were 0. I-ms rectangular electric pulses, the maximum click, and tone-pip stimulus; level was 105 dB p.e. SPL at the animals head.
AM noise bursts or tone bursts lasting 500 ms and with linear rise and decay times of 100 ms were presented once every 3 s. The modulation frequencies were randomly selected between 2 and 64 Hz at logarithmically equal distance with four values per octave. The modulating waveform was an exponentially transformed sine wave (Epping and Eggermont 1986) with a maximum modulation depth of 17.4 dB. This sequence of 2 1 AM noise-bursts was repeated 10 times, resulting in a total stimulus ensemble duration of 630 s. A constant-amplitude noise burst 500 ms in duration was also used as a stimulus; the burst were presented 300 times at a rate of one per 2 s.
All stimuli were computer generated (MicroVax II, Data Translation DT275 1 12-bit D-A boards, Wavetek Brickwall low-pass filter, HP 8494 programmable attenuators, and Symetrix A-220 power amplifier).
Recording and spike separation procedure * Two tungsten microelectrodes (*Micro Probe) with impedances between 1 and 2 MQ were independently advanced perpendicular to the primary auditory cortex (AI) surface using remotely controlled motorized hydraulic microdrives (Trent-Wells Mark III). Tip separation of the microelectrodes at the surface was within OS-2 mm. The electrode signals were passed through Dagan 2400 amplifiers for extracellular recording and filtered between 200 Hz ( Kemo VBFS, high-pass, 24 dB / octave) and 3 kHz ( 6 dB / octave, Dagan roll-off) to remove stimulus-evoked field potentials. The signals were sampled through 12-bit A-D convertors (Data Translation, DT 2752) into a PDP 1 1 / 53 micro computer together with a timing signal from two Schmitt triggers. In general the recorded signal on each electrode contained activity of more than one neural unit. The PDP was programmed to separate these multiunit spike trains into single-unit spike trains using a maximum variance algorithm (Eggermont 1992a) . The waveforms of both the learning set and those acquired during the actual experiment could be saved so that I could examine in retrospect the quality of the separation. In addition, an inclusion distance (in SD) from the center of each cluster could be selected (usually 2 SD was chosen); spikes outside these areas were classified as class 0 and not stored. The spikes from the separation classes, each assumed to represent a particular neuron, were coded for display. The unit code plus the time of the spike occurrence were sent to the MicroVax II, which presented on a Vectrix graphics processor an on-line color-coded multi-unit dot display organized per frequency, click rate, or AM frequency.
The boundaries of the primary auditory cortex were explored by taking a series of evoked potential and multiunit measures (with the high-pass filter set at 30 Hz with 6 dB/ octave) from caudal to rostra1 and assuring that there was a gradual increase in CF. Because the experiments were part of a study on laminar interaction, the difference in recording depths below the cortical surface for the two independently movable electrodes was never > 100 ,um. The recordings were made from the entire range of cortical depths.
Data analysis
The cross-correlogram, also called CCH, R,,( kA) is defined as the number of spikes from neuron B in bin kA, given a spike of neuron A in bin 0. A is the bin size and k = 0, . . . . , K-1. We will use the symbol 7 to indicate the lag time, 7 = kA. The expected value of the cross-correlogram under the assumption of independence of the two spike trains is given by E = NANBAIT = NANBIN (1) with T the duration of the recording, N = T/A is the number of bins in the record and NA and NB are the numbers of spikes of the A and B trains, respectively. The standard deviation for the crosscorrelogram under the assumption of independence and the additional assumption of Poisson distributed numbers of coincidences per bin is given by the square root of the expected value, SD = (El 'I2 The normalized cross-correlogram is obtained by trans-. forming the CCH into a Z-score, according to ZAB(7) = vLB(7) -El/(E)"
(2) the neural cross-correlation coefficient is then approximated ( valid for firing rates <5 spikes/ s) by
The SD for p,( 7) under these low rate conditions is equal to ( N)-'e5 (see Eggermont, 1992a for details). For spontaneous firing conditions one may approximate the estimate of E by calculating a shift predictor over an arbitrary "stimulus" period as well. This leads us in a natural way to the definition of an all-order shift predictor, RAB (kA), defined as the number of spikes in neuron B in bin kA + mT, given a spike of neuron A in bin 0; k = 0, 1, . . . . , K-1 is the number of bins in the cross-correlogram and m = 0, 1, . . . . ) M-1 is the number of repetitions of the periodic stimulus of length T. The bins are collapsed modulo T and the spike count is averaged across the M-l repetitions. The difference histogram is interpreted as the neural correlogram under stimulus conditions and is normalized on basis of the shift predictor
The JPSTH( kA, mA) is defined (Aertsen et al. 1989) as the number of coincidences from neurons A and B in bin (kA, mA) given a stimulus occurrence in bin (0,O). A is the bin size and k = 0 7*-*-T K-l., m = 0, . . . . , M-l. Usually K = M. We will use the symbol 71 to indicate the lag time, 71 = kA and symbol 72 to indicate the time lag 72 = mA. The expected value of the JPSTH under the assumption of independence of the two spike trains is given by PSTpred ( 7 1 , r2) = PSTA(q)*PSTB (TV)
The standard deviation for the PST predictor under the assumption of independence and the additional assumption of Poisson distributed numbers of coincidences per bin is given by the square root of PSTpred ( 71, 72). Thus
The JPSTH( 71, 72) and PSTpred( 7 1, 72) are calculated per stimulus sweep and per bin. When PJPS ( 717 72) is integrated across bins along and parallel with the main diagonal the result is a cross-correlation coefficient function ( Aertsen et al. 1989) . The cross-correlation coefficient in the JPSTH case, pJps( a), is obtained by summation over bins with a constant 7-1 -72 = c difference. A comparison with the shift predictor can now be made. Because the sum of a ratio is larger than the ratio of a sum we will have c JPSTH (q, 7-2) -PSTpred (71, TV)
However, the square root of a sum will be smaller than the sum of the square roots and one expects therefore that
It is hard to estimate what the ultimate difference in the correlation coefficients estimated by the JPSTH procedure and the standard shift-predictor-based cross-correlation procedure will be. We will test this experimentally.
Significance testing of the cross-correlation coefficients will be done on basis of a level of 4 SD above 0 value, which for not too sparse correlograms is equivalent with a significance level of P < 0.000 1 (Eggermont 1992a) both for the spontaneous and stimulus conditions. Significance testing per bin in the normalized-difference JPSTH can in addition be done on basis of the surprise measure (Aertsen et al. 1989; Palm et al. 1988) . For display purposes our significance level function of 4 \JE was subjected to a fivepoint smoothing procedure according to yi = 0.1 Xi-2 + 0.2 Xi-1 + 0.5 Xi + 0.2 Xi+1 + 0.1 Xi+2* This reduces the apparent level of significance only marginally and is different from lumping nearby bins together with equal weight (in that case one would need to adjust the significance level; see Gochin et al. 1989) .
Evaluation of stimulus and spontaneous conditions could be done in the same recording; for instance, stimulation with click trains 1 s in duration was followed by 2 s of silence and we evaluated the "spontaneous" correlation for the last 1.5 s of that silent AM, amplitude-modulated.
period allowing 0.5 s for possible rebound activity to disappear.
We assessed the validity of this procedure by comparing the correlation coefficients obtained under 15 min of silence with those obtained in the silent sections after the stimulation for the same neuron pairs (see RESULTS section).
The standard procedure to compute the JPSTH to click trains was to use a IOO-ms window ( 100 bins) after each click in the train for click rates of l-8 Hz and thus to avoid having the effect of two clicks within one window. For the estimate of the postclick correlation we started the IOO-ms window 1,900 ms after each click (rates l-8 Hz), thereby sampling an equivalent time segment of the postclick activity and of the activity during click trains. For the unmodulated noise-burst stimulation the analysis window for the JPSTH was 500 ms ( 100 bins) after the onset of the 500-ms-duration burst and also for the postburst activity where the window started 1.5 s after the burst onset.
For the shift-predictor procedure, used in the comparison with the JPSTH procedure, the data included were all spikes during the 1. l-s period after the onset of click trains (rates 1-8 Hz) and all spikes after these click trains in the time window of 1.5-3 s after click-train onset.
For AM noise-burst and AM tone-burst stimulation, all modulation rates were included; the stimulus window was 600 ms (burst duration was 500 ms) and the post-stimulus window from 1 to 3 s after burst onset. For the comparison click-train (TRAIN3 type) stimulation all rates were included as well and the time windows were as under TRAIN2 stimulation.
RESULTS
Data were collected from 1,290 neuron pairs in 5 1 cats. A total of 589 neuron pairs in 12 cats was used for comparison of the PST-predictor and shift-predictor correction procedure for click-train (TRAIN2-type) stimulation. For this group correlograms were computed with I-ms binwidth and 35 1 correlograms allowed a discrimination between unilateral excitation and common input. For the 184 single-electrode pairs, 116 ( 63% ) had a unilateral interaction component often superimposed on a broad common-input pedestal and 68 were of the common-input type. For the 167 dual-electrode pairs, only 19 ( 11% ) showed a unilateral excitation component and 148 were of the common-input type. A comparison of the effect of the correction procedures for more sustained noise-burst stimulation was performed in 285 pairs from eight (different) cats. A pairwise comparison between the effects of stimulation with click trains (TRAIN3 type) and AM noise bursts was carried out in an additional 405 neuron pairs collected in 16 cats. The effects of AM tone-burst stimulation on correlation coefficients compared with AM noise-burst stimulation was studied in 390 pairs in 2 1 cats. Some of the pairs appeared under more than one condition. The percentages of significant correlations are shown in Table 1 .
Are cross-correlations obtained fir poststimulus activity representative for spontaneous activity?
The basic question to answer is: are there appreciable aftereffects of the stimulation? In response to an adequate stimulus auditory cortex neurons frequently produce strong onset responses followed by suppression and a longlasting rebound. An example is shown for the pair of dot displays in Fig. 1 : after the last click in the train, presented at the l-s mark, and after a suppression of spontaneous activity, both units show a rebound with a duration that depends on the click rate in the stimulus preceding it. Our standard calculations for the spontaneous condition using the PST-predictor procedure start at 1.9 s after every click and are performed over a window of 100 ms. For the shiftpredictor procedure the analysis window for spontaneous activity is 1.5-3 s after click train onset. For the particular example shown in Fig. 1 we present the "raw" JPSTH and the corrected and normalized one in Fig. 2 ; the analysis window in this particular example starts at 1 s after click train onset, i.e., at the presentation of the last click in the train, and lasts for the entire poststimulus period. This 2-s analysis window is covered by 200 bins of 10 ms in duration each. In the JPSTH ( Fig. 2A) one observes the strong onset response to the last click in the train followed by -125 ms total suppression of activity. The near-coincidence counts Dot displays for a pair of neurons recorded on the same electrode in response to click trains 1 s in duration with click rates of 1,2,4,8, 16, and 32 Hz. The click trains were presented once per 3 s. In this pair the response shows a pronounced suppression of activity after the response to each click. This is followed, in a click rate-dependent fashion, by a prolonged rebound in firing rate. Fig. 1 . A : onset response to the last click in the trains, followed by the complete suppression of activity and the slowly decaying poststimulus firing rate is clearly visible. One observes the suppression and the rebound reflected in the shape of the average cross-correlogram. B : "stimulus-corrected" and normalized histogram. The general shape of the average crosscorrelogram has not changed and its peak correlation coefficient is 0.186, taking into account a IO-ms binwidth. The PST-coincidence histogram (diagonal histogram) shows that after the suppression period the histogram shows no trend but only statistical fluctuations suggesting that the peak correlation coefficient is stationary in time after the end of the stimulus. (diagonal histogram) decrease with time after the click and also show the effect of the rebound activity. In the corrected and normalized JPSTH (Fig. 2 B) one observes some fluctuation in the near-coincidence counts after the suppression period is over, but there is no clear trend. This suggests that the estimate of the peak correlation coefficient will not depend dramatically on the time window after the last click.
To obtain a more detailed analysis we calculated the JPSTH over windows 200 ms in duration placed at various instants after the last click. This also allowed the use of smaller bins (2 ms). The correlation coefficients during stimulation (calculated after 1 st clicks in the train) and at various times after click train onset are plotted in Fig. 3 (0) together with the mean correlation coefficient over the last 1.5 s of the record obtained with the shift-predictor procedure. One observes a relatively large correlation coefficient for the window starting at 1.1 s, obviously related to the rebound phenomenon and then a gradual decline. The mean spontaneous value is somewhat larger than that during stimulation.
For a representative example of a group of neurons that does not show a strong rebound, dot displays (Fig. 4) and JPSTH (Fig. 5 ) again show only statistical fluctuations in the near-coincident firings. The 200-ms window analysis of the post-stimulus activity (Fig. 3, n ) shows that after an initial increase in the correlation coefficient the values in the last 1.5 s are fluctuating around the value estimated by the shift-predictor correction procedure over the entire 1 S-3 s after click-train onset section.
Thus, for units that show rebounds as well as those that don't, the time-dependent estimation of the correlation coefficient over the last 1.5 s of the record suggests that it is sufficiently stationary and may be used as an estimate of neural correlation under spontaneous conditions. A corrob-Stationarity of post stimulus cross-corr oration of this is found by comparing the correlation coefficients obtained in the 1.5-s poststimulus period, starting 500 ms after presentation of the last click in the train, with those obtained for a 900-s period of continuous silence (same protocol as in Eggermont, 1992a). A comparison for 169 pairs studied under both conditions and corrected with the shift-predictor procedure shows (Fig. 6 ) that there is a trend for correlation coefficient values co.03 to be higher for the poststimulus periods and for correlation coefficient values >0.03 to be occasionally lower than those for the consecutive 900-s silence period. Note that the levels for the correlation coefficients to be significantly different from 0 (P < 0.0001) are 0.004 for the "silence" condition and 0.008 for the poststimulus condition (for low firing rates these levels depend only on the bin size and the duration of the record, Eggermont, 1992a), so the vast majority of data points represent correlation coefficients significantly different from 0. The distribution of differences in correlation coefficients for the silence and poststimulus conditions was symmetrical and indistinguishable from a normal distribution ( Kolmogorov-Smirnov test) for both the single-electrode pairs and the dual-electrode pairs but not for the combined data. We applied the paired t test to both distributions individually and found no significant differences from 0 (single-electrode pairs: mean difference 0.00025 (P = 0.93); dual-electrode pairs: mean difference 0.00 1 (P = 0.74).
Comparing neural correlations under stimulus and spontaneous conditions for click-train stimulation
Having established that the poststimulus evaluation of the cross-correlation is comparable with that under continuous silence conditions, we now proceed to compare the estimate of the neural correlation during the l-s click-train periods and in the poststimulus periods (hereafter called the spontaneous condition). Figure 7A shows a comparison of the cross-correlation coefficients for 195 pairs with clearly visible correlation peaks in both conditions between the stimulus (shift-predictor correction) and spontaneous conditions. A paired t test showed that the mean values differed significantly (P < 0.0001) by 0.02 1, with the spontaneous values being larger. This is, however, largely due to the single-electrode pairs (mean difference 0.03 1, P < 0.000 1, N = 123), whereas the dual-electrode pairs did show a much smaller but still significant difference in the mean values (mean difference 0.004, P < 0.000 1, N = 7 1). A comparison between the correlation coefficients under stimulus and spontaneous conditions on the basis of the PST predictor shows basically the same; on average the values during stimulation are lower than during spontaneous conditions (Fig. 7 B, Table 2 ). A comparison of the neural correlation coefficient values obtained with the two stimulus correction procedures (Fig. 7C) shows that there is no significant trend; the mean values for the PST predictor-corrected values under stimulus conditions are not significantly larger (pairwise comparison, mean difference 0.05, P = 0.02, N = 195) than those obtained after applying the shift predictor.
The width of the neural correlation peak at half-amplitude was generally smaller under stimulus conditions than under spontaneous conditions ( Fig. 8A ) and this was caused dominantly by the dual-electrode pairs (Fig. 8 B) .
Obviously correlogram widths could be dramatically reduced under stimulus conditions but occasionally also significantly increased. Individual examples illustrating this are shown in Fig. 9 for correlograms with I-ms binwidths and 50-ms lead/lag times. In Fig. 9R neural correlogram has the same shape and strength under stimulus and spontaneous conditions: a sharp unilateral peak superimposed on a broad common-input type pedestal. Figure 9B shows an example for a dual-electrode pair with a slightly asymmetric shift predictor, the result of one unit bursting in response to the stimulus. After stimulus correction the neural correlograms appear to be similar in shape for the stimulus and spontaneous condition but the value of the neural correlation coefficient under stimulus conditions is considerably less than that under spontaneous firing conditions. Figure 9C shows another dual-electrode pair for which the peak correlation coefficients are similar but where the correlogram during stimulation is narrower than under spontaneous conditions. Figure 9 D shows that even under relative weak stimulus locking (small shift predictor) stimulation may cause a reduction in the width of the correlogram whereas the peak strength of the correlation is largely preserved.
Comparing the neural correlation estimated under AM noise-burst and click-train stimulation We presented 405 neuron pairs with both AM noise bursts and click-train (TRAIN3-type) stimuli at optimum levels for neural synchronization. The cross-correlograms, using 5-ms bins, were again obtained both for the stimulus sections and the last 1.5 s of the poststimulus section. The shift-predictor correction procedure was used (shift period equals 63 s) to obtain neural correlations both under stimulus and post-stimulus conditions. We compared the results calculated for spikes recorded across stimulation with all modulation frequencies and all click rates with those obtained only for the lower rates ( 1-8 Hz for click trains and 2-16 Hz for AM stimuli) and the results were very similar. However, in the latter case the number of spikes included was less and this resulted in more noisy predictors. For that reason we present only the results for data in response to stimulation with all modulation frequencies and click rates. For the 206 pairs with significant correlation peaks under both stimulus conditions we present the comparison of neural cross-correlation coefficients in Fig. 10 . Figure 1OA shows for click-train stimulation the comparison between the stimulus and spontaneous condition; it is clear that the correlation coefficients are generally larger under spontaneous firing conditions. The mean values were significantly different at the P < 0.000 1 level (Table 2 ). Figure 1OB shows the same comparison for AM noise-burst stimulation; the mean for spontaneous activity was again significantly (P < 0.000 1) larger than that under stimulus conditions. Figure 1 OC compares the peak neural correlation coefficients for stimulation with click trains and with AM noise bursts; the values for AM noise-burst stimulation were significantly (P < 0.00 1) larger than those obtained for click-train stimulation. Finally in Figure 1 OD we show that under spontaneous (poststimulus) conditions the mean correlation coefficient values obtained are not significantly different (P = 0.12) for the two stimulus types used.
Peak widths for the two poststimulus condition correlograms were not significantly different (Table 3 ) . Combined with the nearly equal correlation coefficients this suggests that there are no significant residual effects of the stimuli 500 ms after the end of stimulation. The widths were only significantly reduced for the dual-electrode pairs under click-train stimulation as compared with the spontaneous condition. No other significant differences between peak widths were found. An illustration with individual pairs is presented in Fig. 11 . The first two columns represent the click-train condition and the third and fourth columns the AM noise-burst stimulus conditions; otherwise within each condition the outline is identical to that in Fig. 9 . Figure  11 A shows a single-electrode pair for which the click-train stimulation is more effective than the AM noise-burst stimulation; for clicks the shift predictor is about two thirds of the height of the neural synchrony peak, for noise-burst stimulation there is only a flat background. The width under noise stimulus conditions is the same as during spontaneous activity; however, that for the click-train condition is much narrower. Figure 11 B represents a case where the correlations under spontaneous conditions are clearly significant and that for click-train stimulation disappears because the shift predictor nearly equals the neural synchrony. For AM stimulation the correlation remains significant and the peak width is less than that under spontaneous conditions. Note, however, that the width of the neural synchrony peak is even more narrow for click-train stimulation. The last example (Fig. 1lC) shows a case where the correlogram under click-train stimulation is actually wider than under spontaneous conditions and AM noise-burst stimulation.
These examples illustrate that the larger the proportion of shift predictor is with respect to the neural synchrony, the smaller the estimated neural correlation. This is obvious from the definition of the correlation coefficient (Eq. 3) and is illustrated in Fig. 12 where we plot the neural correlation coefficient against the ratio of the peak values of shift predictor and neural synchrony. One observes the clear negative correlation between the two measures for both stimulus and spontaneous conditions.
Comparison of the eflect of AM noise burst and AM tone bursts on the strength and form of the neural correlation For 109 pairs ( 52 single electrode and 57 dual electrode), representing a group with relatively more common-input correlations than the previous one, a pairwise comparison was made of the stimulus and poststimulus neural correlation. There was no significant difference between the values obtained in the two spontaneous conditions (paired t test, difference is 0.000001, P = 0.999). However, the values of the neural correlation coefficients under the AM tone-burst stimulation were significantly larger (0.004, P < 0.0001) than those obtained under AM noise-burst stimulation (Table 2). Note that the values of the correlation coefficients are lower than for the previous conditions (TRAIN2 and 3 and AM noise burst), which is entirely due to a smaller number of unilateral excitations in the present group.
The widths of the central peaks in the cross-correlograms (Table 3) were significantly smaller (difference 9.0 ms, P < 0.00 1) for the dual-electrode pairs in the post-stimulus condition after AM tone bursts than after the AM noise-burst condition. There was neither a significant difference for the single-electrode pairs nor an overall difference. The peaks during stimulation were narrower than during poststimulus conditions (mean difference 6.1 ms for AM noise bursts, P < 0.005; 5.8 ms for AM tone bursts, P < 0.005) in both cases entirely because of differences in peak width for dualelectrode pair correlograms. The peaks for correlograms obtained under both stimulus conditions were not significantly different in width (mean difference 1.5 ms, P = 0.4).
Stimulus-dependent neural correlation; the general picture
The overall findings are best demonstrated in an example in which three stimulus conditions and three poststimulus (spontaneous) conditions were compared for a single-electrode pair. Figure I3 shows in the left column the stimulus conditions and in the right column the poststimulus conditions using the same general outline as in Fig. 9 . Part A shows results for click-train stimulation, part B for AM tone-burst stimulation, and part C for AM noise-burst stimulation. Although there is some variability in the crosscorrelograms under poststimulus conditions, there is in all three cases a rather broad peak with a width at half-amplitude of -50 ms. This width is narrower in all three stimulus conditions and narrowest ( 10 ms) for the stimulation with AM noise bursts. In this particular example the decrease in the size of the neural correlation during stimulation compared with the poststimulus condition is -15% in each condition compared with the average decrease of -28% over all conditions (range from 0 in AM tone bursts to 47% for click trains).
As shown in Table 1 , the incidence of neural correlations under spontaneous conditions for single-electrode pairs is 82-86% and considerably higher than that for dual-electrode pairs (50-57%). A similar trend is noted for the neural correlation under stimulus conditions; the incidence for single-electrode pairs is invariably higher than that for dual-electrode pairs. Within the single-electrode pairs there is not much difference between the three stimulus conditions considered. However, for the dual-electrode pairs the incidence of neural correlation is highest for click-train stimulation (66%) and considerably lower for AM noise-burst stimulation (47% ), and because of differences in CF values for neurons recorded at the two electrodes, lowest for AM tone-burst stimulation ( 34% ) .
Neural synchrony is larger than neural correlation
Neural correlation is generally weak, with average correlation coefficients of -0.05 in spontaneous conditions and -0.03 under stimulus conditions. During stimulation one expects the increase in firing rate and the reorganization of the firings to result in increased synchrony in the firings. This was evaluated for stimulation with click trains and AM sound. As Table 1 shows, stimulus correlation, defined as a nonflat shift predictor under stimulus conditions, was found in 68% of single-electrode pairs and 67% for dualelectrode pairs under click-train stimulation. The incidence was similar for AM noise bursts in the case of single-electrode pairs ( 66% ) and lower for dual-electrode pairs ( 4 1% ) a As expected, the incidence is lowest for dual-electrode pairs for tonal stimulation with a frequency equal to the CF at one electrode (24%) but surprisingly also lower for singleelectrode pairs (46% ) . Figure 14A compares neural synchrony coefficients between click-train and AM noise-burst stimulation and it is observed that they scatter along the "identity line." The mean values for single-and dual-electrode pairs were not significantly different between these two stimulus conditions but those for single-electrode pairs were about three times as large as those for dual-electrode pairs (Table 4) . Neural synchrony coefficients were considerably larger than neural correlation coefficients for spontaneous conditions (Fig. 14, B and C), in most cases between 2 and 10 times larger. Similar results were found for the comparison between AM noise-burst and AM tone-burst stimulation (Table 4 ). In general for single-electrode pairs the neural synchronization coefficients are largest for click-train and A ,i""""""""""""""' AM noise-burst stimulation and only slightly larger than the spontaneous value in case of AM tone bursts. For dualelectrode pairs the neural synchronization coefficients are nearly identical for all stimulus conditions and about three times as large as under spontaneous conditions.
Besides an increase in strength of the correlation the effect of stimulation generally is to reduce the width of the cross-correlogram peak (Table 4) . However, the AM toneburst stimulation forms the exception: the mean width of neural synchrony peaks is equal to that for spontaneous conditions (dual-electrode pairs) or is actually larger than for spontaneous conditions (single-electrode pairs).
Time-dependent changes in the peak of the neural correlation Time-dependent changes in the value of the correlation coefficient can be explored using the JPSTH procedure. Figure 15 illustrates some of the findings for click stimulation; for this particular dual-electrode pair the JPSTH procedure was done for three peak intensity levels of the clicks ( 75,55, and 35 dB p.e. SPL). For 75 dB (Fig. 15A) there is a rather strong suppression of spontaneous activity after the onset response for each of the units, as can be seen from the PST histograms. The peak correlation coefficient is 0.05 1. The level of the near-coincidence counts (diagonal histogram) decreases steadily with time after click onset; there is a relative minimum corresponding to the time of the peak of the PSTH of the y unit. At lower intensity levels (Fig. 15 B) the correlation coefficient is reduced to 0.038 and the dip in the near-coincidence counts disappears. At the lowest level (Fig. 15C ) the correlation coefficient increases again to 0.057 and there is an enhanced level of correlation at -75 ms after click onset. Note that the average cross-correlogram broadens with decreasing intensity level.
An example for a single-electrode pair with 500-ms noise bursts as stimuli is shown in Fig. 16A . This typical example illustrates that the PST histograms to the noise burst show a sharp onset followed by -125 ms of suppression of activity and a rhythmic rebound with a period of 125 ms as well. This rhythmicity is preserved in the average cross-correlogram with a peak value of 0.04 1. The time-dependent nearcoincident firings show that the peak correlation actually increases with time after noise-burst onset.
Another example of the response and neural correlation to noise bursts is shown in Fig. 16 B, where the rhythmic rebound is less pronounced. The peak correlation (average value 0.111) is largest just before the onset response to the noise burst, then decreases to 0 and after this depression remains constant through most of the 500-ms stimulus du- In the Zefi corner of each graph is the number of coincidences in the peak bin. A: results for a single-electrode pair with a narrow unilateral peak superimposed on a broad pedestal. The pedestal part is considerably narrower during stimulus conditions but the peak correlation is not different under the 2 conditions. The dip at the origin is due to the dead time of the spike sorter. B: dual-electrode pair where the main effect of the stimulation is to reduce the estimated correlation coefficient from 0.033 to 0.0 18. C and D: case where the correlogram under stimulus conditions is narrower than under spontaneous conditions; both are dual-electrode pairs from the same recording. It is remarkable that even with these very weak shift predictors the reduction in correlogram width can be quite substantial.
ration and shows signs of increasing again at the end. For a section of the postburst spontaneous activity (Fig. 16C ) taken 1 s after the end of the noise burst, one observes not much change in the shape of the cross-correlogram and nearly the same peak correlation (0.105 ) as under stimulus conditions and a fluctuating but relatively trendless timedependent peak correlation. From the time-dependent near-coincidences one sometimes get the impression that dips are occurring where the JPSTH shows a peak (e.g., Fig. 154 . This is corroborated by superimposing in a contour plot for this particular case the 50% amplitude contours for a 50 X 50-ms section of the raw JPSTH (shaded) and for the cross-correlation coefficient surface (Fig. 17, top) . One observes that high values of near-coincidences occur near the diagonal before and after the region were the neural synchrony is highest. Other examples can be found where the peak in the cross-correlation surface is at the same place as that of the neural synchrony (Fig. 17, bottom) . Only the lower 20 X 20-ms section of the JPSTH is displayed in this contour plot. One observes that the peaks coincide but that the correlation coefficient surface has additional high values on the diagonal before the peak in the JPSTH.
E&cts ofelectrode separation on neural synchronization
Our dual-electrode array was always inserted perpendicular to the cortical surface and generally also orthogonal to the estimated isofrequency contours. Occasionally we inserted the array in the direction of the isofrequency sheets. We use the difference in CF, expressed in octaves, as an indicator of the electrode distance perpendicular to the isofrequency sheets. In the adult cat one octave corresponds to -1 mm distance on the cortical surface. We consider the CF difference to be more reliable than the distance because the CF was determined at nearly every recording site and at various depths below the cortical surface. Figure 18 shows a comparison for dual-electrode pairs to the click-train and AM noise-burst stimulation of the neural synchrony coeffi-There is a suggestion that the synchrony decreases relatively cient and the neural correlation coefficient as well as their more than the neural correlation for separations of three ratios as a function of CF difference. One observes that the octaves. The values for the single-electrode pairs (all with dependence on "distance" is quite similar for synchrony CF difference of 0) are not shown but the mean values can and correlation, especially for distances 5 1.5 octaves. be found in Table 4 ; they are larger than the values for dual-electrode pairs at zero CF difference, which were re-gression analysis, slope different from 0, P < 0.000 1) but corded with both electrodes in the same isofrequency sheet. not as strongly for AM noise bursts (slope not significantly Combining single-and dual-electrode data for the two AM different from 0, P = 0.025 ). The 95% confidence levels for stimuli (Fig. 19 ) suggests that the synchrony coefficient de-the two slopes did not overlap, suggesting that the slopes for creases significantly with distance for AM tone bursts (re-the two stimulus conditions are significantly different. Right cdumn: poststimulus correlations are quite comparable with a stronger estimate of the correlation coefficient after click-train stimulation. The width of the correlogram peak is narrower under all stimulus conditions even in case of AM tone-burst stimulation where the shift predictor is nearly flat. The narrowest peak is found for AM noise-burst stimulation, which has a shift predictor and mean stimulated firing rate quite comparable with that under click-train stimulation.
l.OOl-i-3: ' r 'I""' ' ' """ ' 8 """ I . .o 1 .I shift predictor / neural synchrony When only dual-electrode data are considered, the synchrony coefficients for AM tone bursts again decreased with CF difference (regression analysis, slope different from 0, P < 0.005) but those for AM noise bursts did not. For both AM tone bursts and AM noise bursts the poststimulus neural correlation coefficient was not dependent on the CF difference. .Ol .l r spontaneous FIG. 14. Comparison of the peak strength of neural synchrony under click-train and AM noise-burst stimulation and the neural correlation coefficient under spontaneous conditions. A: peak synchrony coefficients are quite comparable for the 2 types of stimulation. B and C: neural synchrony coefficient is generally stronger than the neural correlation coefficient, generally up to a factor of 10 and occasionally even up to a factor of 100. DISCUSSION We have shown that stimulus-dependent neural correlations can be demonstrated in primary auditory cortex, regardless of the stimulus correction procedure used. As expected, the shift predictor-based correction procedure underestimates the strength of the neural correlation compared to the procedure based on the JPSTH. However, this was the case only under spontaneous, and thus stationary, conditions. For stimulus conditions, for which the PST-predictor procedure was designed, there was no significant difference between the outcome of the two procedures. In general the neural peak correlation coefficients were inversely related to the relative strength of the shift predictor and the raw correlation. It is stressed that this is not solely the result of the correction procedure proper but largely due to the nonadditivity of stimulus-correlation and connectivity correlation. The shape of the neural correlogram could be vastly different under spontaneous and various stimulus conditions and this was not dependent on the correction procedure used. During or shortly after stimulation the neural correlation strength could vary quite rapidly. It was also shown that for broadband stimuli the spatial extent of the neural synchrony was identical to that of the neural correlation for distances 52 mm. This suggested that the common-input pattern underlying the neural correlations under spontaneous conditions was the same as that giving rise to the neural synchrony under stimulation, i.e., the divergence from a single or similar CF group of thalamic neurons. The size of the neural synchrony was on average a factor of 2 larger than that of neural correlation and the peak of the correlogram was narrower, depending on the type of stimulation used.
What do small correlation coeficients imply for cortical processing?
Correlation coefficients as used in this study quantify peak values of the cross-correlation histogram, i.e., the fraction of spikes in spike train A that were nearly perfectly synchronized with spikes in train B. The values found suggested that, although statistically significant, the correlations between the firings of pyramidal cells at the same depth below the dura surface are extremely weak. Singleelectrode pairs invariably showed larger peak correlation coefficient values than did dual-electrode pairs. This suggests that the functional interaction between cells belonging to the same cortical column is stronger than that of cells in different columns. A previous study (Eggermont 1992a) suggested that the smaller correlation coefficients found for dual-electrode pairs were generally the result of the broadening of the cross-correlation peak, whereas the number of spikes in the correlation peak (reflected in the association index) did not change. Thus the difference between singleand dual-electrode pair interactions is largely a matter of synchronization. Even by taking all the coincidences in the correlation peak, seldom could > 10% of the spikes in the B spike train be accounted for by spikes in the A train. During stimulation the synchrony increased by at most a factor of 3 on average. Results for visual cortex do not suggest otherwise (Kruger 199 1). Thus the weight of a single neuron in cortical sensory processing seems to be minimal, and the fact that single (visual) cortical neurons appear unable to signal unambiguously the presence of a particular stimulus Values in r and w rows are means rtr: SD. AM, amplitude-modulated; r, correlation coefficient; w, peak width; rw, product of r and w.
or stimulus feature (Douglas and Martin 1990) appears to more, it suggests that interpretations of mechanisms undercorroborate this. This suggests that synchronous activity in lying stimulus-dependent neural interaction (Eggermont et a neural assembly is a more likely candidate for sensory al. 1983; Frostig et al. 1983 ) could be invalid. We compared processing that the firings of a single neuron. Thus, al-the PST procedure, which has been advocated as the proper though correlation in auditory and other cortical areas (Eg-stimulus-correction method in case of stimulus-induced germont 1990) is extremely weak, the results complement nonstationarities in firing rates, with the shift-predictor single-cell studies and elucidate both the underlying func-procedure for the 1.5-s poststimulus period starting 0.5 s tional cortical connections and the way their strengths may after the end of stimulation. Under these conditions we not differ under spontaneous and driven conditions. only have periodic stationarity but also stationarity within
Is poststimulus correlation representativefor that under continuous silence?
We could show that the poststimulus firing activity settles into a stationary state, as far as the value of the estimated neural correlation coefficient is concerned, -0.5 s after the end of stimulation. For this evaluation we calculated the correlation coefficient using the PST-predictor procedure for consecutive 200-ms windows after the end of stimulation.
Even when strong nonstationarities, e.g., rhythmic firing rebounds, were visible in the activity for the neurons under consideration, the correlation coefficient value settled to a stationary value after -0.5 s. For 169 pairs we calculated the strength of the neural correlations for the firings recorded during 15 min of silence and compared those with poststimulus conditions where the correlation coefficient was estimated for 2 10 noncontiguous sections of 1.5 s each starting 0.5 s after 1 s of stimulation with clicks. Because there were no significant differences for both single-electrode pairs and dual-electrode pairs for long-duration spontaneous activity and poststimulus activity, this suggested that the estimate of the neural correlation coefficient for poststimulus spontaneous activity could indeed serve as an estimate of spontaneous neural correlation. This then allowed a comparison between the peristimulus neural synchrony and neural correlation and that in the spontaneous condition and thus the evaluation of the presence of stimulus-dependent neural correlations. the 1.5-s spontaneous sections. For this comparison the ratio of the neural correlation coefficient based on the PST predictor and that based on the shift predictor was between 1.4 (post-noise-burst stimulation) and 0.92 (post-clicktrain stimulation).
The difference cannot be related to the difference in stimulus type because the two groups of neurons were recorded in a completely different group of animals. For comparison, the shift-predictor procedure applied to the poststimulus period resulted also in a larger value of the correlation coefficient than that found in identical pairs during a 900-s silent period ( Table 2) . We have to keep in mind, however, that none of these differences was statistically significant. This suggested that under stationary conditions the two methods were comparable and that the > 1 ratio is as expected from Eq. 7.
Stimulus correction procedures
We compared two stimulus correction procedures, the shift predictor and the PST predictor, with respect to their effect on the size and shape of the neural correlation. It has been stated that the stimulus correction procedure based on the shift predictor is only applicable under stationary conditions ( Aertsen et al. 1989) and that this procedure generally underestimates the strength of the neural correlation in case of stimulus locking of the firings (Melssen and Epping 1987) . This combined evidence suggests that the shift predictor is useless to separate the neural correlation from the stimulus correlation for transient stimulation or for stimulation that results in nonstationary firing patterns. FurtherUnder stimulus conditions the PST procedure also resulted in larger correlation coefficient values than those generated by the shift-predictor procedure (ratio 1.5 for noise-burst stimulation and 1.25 for click-train stimulation). These ratios are comparable with those under spontaneous conditions and can be attributed to either the effect described in Eq. 7 or to the fact that the shift predictor tends to underestimate the neural correlation. These ratios do not suggest that the presence of nonstationarities during stimulus presentation, albeit within a periodic stationary condition, has a dramatic effect on the estimate of the average correlation coefficient. In both cases the size of the estimated neural correlation was lower during stimulation than poststimulus by about the same percentage.
The width of the difference histogram, which estimates the temporal extent of the neural correlation, was always the same for the two stimulus correction procedures. This is understandable because the PST predictor is equal to the all-order shift predictor we used (Palm et al. 1988) and as long as the normalization is not applied there is no difference between the two procedures. Thus we conclude that apart from a quantitative difference in the estimated size of the neural correlation coefficient the conclusions regarding the effects of stimulation on the size and shape of the neural correlation will still be valid. Only when one wants to estimate the strength of the neural connectivity from that of the neural correlation, a procedure valid only under very restrictive model assumptions ( Melssen and Epping 1987), could one seriously underestimate that value if the shift-predictor procedure is used.
Stimulus-dependent correlations; illusion or reality
The finding that, after applying the PST-prediction procedure, the estimated average neural correlation was smaller during stimulus conditions than during spontaneous conditions can be interpreted as either the result of an overcorrection or as a genuine change in effective neural connectivity. Similarly to the model for the application of the shift predictor, the model for the application of the PST predictor was based on additivity of stimulus correlation and correlation resulting from neural connectivity. Especially when the neuron's working point is in the exponential part of its stimulus-response curve, as will be the case for low spontaneous firing rates, the additivity assumption is violated and the predictor of excitatory connections results always in an underestimation of the neural correlation (Melssen and Epping 1987) . Thus, although potentially less affected by nonstationarities, the PST-predictor procedure may still result in artificially low estimates of the neural correlation. Comparison with the shift-predictor data shows that the effect is more severe for the shift-predictor procedure. A 1 : 0 1 1 L 9 a 1 I 1 ti s 1 9 n 1 i 1 c . I 1 1 1 I s n 1 I * m I i 1 h a _ conditions. For AM and unmodulated noise bursts, not al-AM tone-burst : ways presented at optimal stimulus intensities, this value -was 78%, and for AM tone bursts the average peristimulus 0 0 . neural correlation was identical to that under spontaneous -conditions. We showed that the size of the neural correlation was inversely proportional to the relative size of the .l 1 X -shift predictor. This relative size will be larger for optimal to onset responses, whereas those to AM noise bursts were -X more sustained throughout the stimulus. This may have -been influenced by our selection of neuron clusters on the basis of a visible well-locking response to click trains or AM noise bursts. Units with these firing properties tend to have l.ooE-3 ""'1""1"11"""""""""" -. (Phillips et al. 1985) and our selection procedure may have been biased against the non-monotonic units. Units that tend to respond best to broadband transients appear also spatially segregated from units that prefer narrowband stimuli. The broadband responders are largely found in the dorsal part of AI and the narrowband responders in the ventral part (Schreiner and Sutter 1992). In the later AM tone-burst and AM noiseburst comparisons in a different group of cats we included also units that did not respond well to noise. For this group we could indeed confirm on basis of the synchronization index that the AM tone-burst stimuli were less optimal in synchronizing the single-unit firings (unpublished data).
This dependence of the estimated neural correlation on the size of the shift predictor, which is clear from an inspection of Eqs. 2 and 3 and thus also present for spontaneous conditions, suggests that the reduction in the size of the neural correlation with stimulation is largely due to an overcorrection effect and not to genuine changes in effective peak connectivity. Clear examples of such conditions were shown in Fig. 11 .
Under stimulus conditions the peak of the neural correlogram was generally narrower than under spontaneous firing conditions. This was more pronounced for dual-electrode CF difference (act) FIG. 19. Dependence of the neural synchrony coefficients and neural correlation coefficients on the difference in characteristic frequency of the units in the dual-electrode pairs. A : findings for neural synchrony under broadband stimulation (AM noise bursts) and narrowband stimulation (AM tone bursts). B: same for the neural correlation for poststimulus conditions. C: ratio of the neural synchrony and neural correlation.
We have now established that the shift-predictor procedure preserves the qualitative properties of the neural correlogram and that the reduction in the estimated value of the correlation coefficient under stimulus conditions relative to the ones estimated under spontaneous firing conditions is comparable with that after using the PST predictor. On this basis we proceeded with a comparison of the correlation coefficients obtained under various stimulus conditions using the shift-predictor. The data showed that for both clicktrain and AM noise-burst stimulation the neural correlation coefficients estimated under optimal stimulus conditions were on average 60% of those under spontaneous pairs (mean ratio 62-87%, depending on the stimulus type) than for single-electrode pairs (mean ratio 74-90%, depending on the stimulus type). The adequacy of a particular stimulus played a role as well; in general the narrower correlograms were obtained for the more effective stimuli. Several mechanisms could be responsible for this phenomenon. In some cases the stimulus produced strong postfiring suppression activity that was synchronous for the two neurons in the pair and not present during spontaneous conditions (cf. Fig. 11 A) . This limited the temporal window in which coincidences could occur and thus reduced the width of the central correlation peak. One could alternatively think of the stimulus adding well-synchronized spikes on top of a broad correlogram pedestal that were then not completely corrected away (under correction?) by the shift predictor, but we have not seen much evidence for this particular model. An example where this was a possibility is shown in Fig. 11 B (where the firing rate during stimulation was -6 times that during spontaneous conditions); it had a shift predictor that was so large that the resulting neural correlation was not significantly different from 0. Even in case of a flat shift predictor the neural correlogram during stimulation was often narrower than that during spontaneous conditions. Figure 14 B shows such an example where the firing rate during stimulation was in fact within 5% of that during spontaneous activity, yet the correlogram peak was considerably narrower especially at the base.
These changes in shape could not be attributed to the correction procedure because they were also apparent in the uncorrected neural synchrony histogram. This illustrated that one of the effects of stimulation was an increased synchronization of the firings of the neuron pair. This effect was most pronounced for units recorded on different electrodes. If the unilateral excitation cases for the single-electrode pairs were excluded the change in width was comparable for single-electrode, common-input pairs and dual-electrode pairs. Most likely the cause for this narrowing of the correlogram was a more synchronous arrival of thalamic rent activity at the cortical cells, so that especially the delayed coincidences resulting from di-and polysynaptic interactions that make up the base of the correlogram peak were better synchronized.
Formally one can arrive at a shape dependence of the neural interaction under assumptions of both a multiplicative and additive component of the stimulus induced changes in firing patterns. Assume that the intensities of the spike trains of neurons A and B can be represented as (Eggermont 1990) z*(t) I= (1 + a(t))z,,(t) + Z&(f)
where the subscript yz refers to spontaneous spikes and the subscript s to stimulus induced spikes. The modulation factors a(t) and fi( t> have a mean value of 0, i.e., do not add spikes Then it can be shown that the difference histogram, D,,( 7), obtained by subtracting the shift predictor from the raw correlation R,,( 7 ) results apart from a scaling factor in Q&9 = u + R&m?4Bnw (10) ABn ( 7) is the neural correlation under spontaneous ns and R&) is the cross-correlation of the two modulation functions CY( t) and ,8(t). One may estimate the shape of these modulation functions from the shape of the individual neurons' PSTHs. If Rap( 7) is substantially narrower than R,,,( ) 7 one finds that the neural correlation under stimulus conditions D,, ( 7) is substantially narrower as well. In the same vein, a broadening effect can be argued.
Dynamic changes in peak correlation strength JPSTH procedure allowed the investigation of the so PST-coincidence histogram ( Aertsen et al. 1989) . onstitutes the time dependence of the near-coincidences that make up the central peak in the cross-correlogram. The PST-coincidence histogram thus represent the time-dependent peak correlation. Because of the sparseness of this histogram one usually applies a Gaussian smoothing (Aertsen et al. 1989) ; we have restricted the smoothing to two bins. Time-dependent changes were routinely seen (e.g., Fig. 15 ) but were difficult to interpret because of the strong suppressions that often follow firings in auditory cortex. For instance, at high stimulus intensities the coincidences may be restricted to those near the stimulus onset (Fig. 15, A and B ) and only at lower levels was there a more resentation (Fig. 15 C) . Yet the general finding was that the spontaneous correlations near the histogram origin were larger than those at the peak of the neuron's firing activity. In an example for noise-burst stimulation (Fig. 16A) the bulk of the near-coincidence counts resulted from the later rebound activity rather than from the onset activity. This again suggested that the too-well synchronized onset firings were removed from the neural correlation by the correction procedure and that the more random rebound firings still contributed. This was corroborated by the increased width of the average correlogram peak for lower stimulus levels. Still, in this case an interpretation in terms of a gradually increasing effective neural connectivity in the course of the stimulus 500 ms in duration is also possible. Because the two neurons fire in rhythmic fashion we only sampled the neural correlation at those instances where we have these rhythmic coincidences and tend to interpret them as related only to the size of the rhythmic predictor. An argument against the changing PST coincidences with time as simply a result of overcorrection is found in the occasional co-occurrence of a time-dependent correlation peak and the JPSTH peak (Fig. 17 B) . If overcorrection would be the sole cause for decreased neural correlation during stimulus conditions one would always expect a minimum in the PST-coincidence histogram at the place of the JPSTH maximum.
Stimulation enhances the synchrony offiring
The neural synchrony coefficients, calculated with respect to the expected value under the assumption of independence of firings and based on the average neural firing rates during stimulation, are invariably larger than the neural correlation coefficients under spontaneous conditions. For single-electrode pairs (Table 4) we found a ratio of 2.4 for click trains and AM noise bursts and only 1.4 for AM tone bursts. For dual-electrode pairs the ratios were very similar for all three stimulus conditions and average 2.9 (range 2.6-3.2). Besides causing an increase in the peak correlation coefficient, stimulation with click trains and AM noise bursts resulted in a decrease of the peak width (ratios 0.75 for click trains and 0.9 for AM noise bursts for both single-and dual-electrode pairs). For AM tone bursts peak widths stayed the same (dual-electrode pairs) or increased by 44% (single-electrode pairs). The integrated synchrony or correlation in the peak can be estimated by the product of the peak synchrony or correlation coefficient and the half-width and is a measure related to the association index (Epping and Eggermont 1987) . For this measure (Table 4 ) 4 the single-electrode pairs across all stimulus conditions have a value of -2 ms, which is twice as large as under spontaneous conditions, and the dual-electrode pairs have a value of -0.85 for all stimulus conditions compared with 0.35 for the spontaneous condition. One can therefore state that during stimulation the integrated synchrony is about twice as large as the integrated correlation during spontaneous conditions and the same for all types of stimulation. Only when we look in more detail at the peak value and the temporal extent are the results for AM tone-burst stimulation clearly different from those with spectrally wide-band stimulation.
Spatial extent of synchrony and correlation
In a previous paper we observed that for dual-electrode pairs the value of the neural correlation coefficient was nearly independent of the electrode separation expressed as the CF difference in octaves (Eggermont 1992a). We corroborated this in the present paper for completely different sets of recordings. The neural synchronization coefficient for broadband stimuli, surprisingly, showed the same dependence on distance and its ratio to the neural correlation coefficient was independent of distance at least up to 1.5 octaves separation. For a three-octave separation, -3 mm on the cortical surface, a clearly lower ratio was found. It is thus likely that the common-input interaction that is responsible for the neural correlation of the dual-electrode pairs under spontaneous conditions originates from the same subcortical source as the neural synchrony under stimulus conditions. The thalamic afferent divergence to the primary cortex is generally estimated at -2 mm diam (visual cortex: Salin et al. 1989; auditory cortex: Wallace et al. 199 1) and this could be the underlying mechanism for the covariance of the spatial extent of neural correlation and neural synchrony.
EYjkt of synchrony on cortical processing .
The results presented in this paper suggest stimulus-dependent cortical processing both at a local level (single-electrode pairs) and a distributed level (dual-electrode pairs). Distributed processing extends easily 53 mm within the isofrequency sheets and also perpendicular to it. Because of the similarity in the spatial dependence for neural synchrony and neural correlation it is likely due to either one or both of thalamic divergence and layer III pyramidal cell collaterals. The pyramidal cell collaterals extend 6-8 mm within isofrequency sheets and have a patchy appearance with dense branching every millimeter or so (Wallace et al. 199 1) . Perpendicular to the isofrequency sheets the extension of the collaterals is less pronounced, but not infrequently they connect neurons with CFs different than that of the sending pyramidal cell. Thalamic divergence may cover an area 2 mm diam (Salin et al. 1989 ) so the hardwired connections for the distributed processing are present and can explain the observations. Similar findings in striate cortex were explained exclusively on basis of collateral connections, whereas geniculate divergence was excluded on the basis that patches of high correlation occurred only for like orientation selectivity; a property not present in the thalamus (Tso 199 1).
Local processing exhibited both a stronger peak synchrony and peak correlation and narrower correlogram peaks than found for distributed processing. The integrated synchrony for single-electrode pairs was about a factor of 2 stronger than the integrated neural correlation. In contrast, for the dual-electrode pairs the neural synchrony was about a factor of 3 stronger than the integrated neural correlation. This suggested that one of the effects of stimulation was to make especially distant cortical regions to act more coherent, i.e., to recruit neurons from a large region into assemblies. This may have the implication that the primary auditory cortex integrates activity from the cochlea over several octaves rather than processing them independently. This could be interpreted as a specialization to analyze complex sounds such as speech or animal vocalizations by assemblies rather than by single units; however, it could also be the basis for the multiple tuned neurons found in the dorsal part of AI (Sutter and Schreiner 199 1). Whereas the primary auditory cortex is tonotopically organized (Merzenich et al. 1975 ) , this seems to be more of a threshold property. At supraliminal levels wide areas of the cortex are synchronously active even in response to AM tone bursts, and this is facilitated by the underlying connectivity. This underlying connectivity is already visible in the functional correlation for spontaneous activity.
Recent observations in guinea pig auditory cortex using multichannel optical recording (Fukunishi et al. 1992; Taniguchi et al. 1992 ) suggested that at suprathreshold levels a single cell of the auditory cortex responded to multiple frequencies and that processing of complex sounds was not executed by neurons acting independently but by synchronized clusters of neurons. The effect of synchronizing the firings over a wide range of the primary auditory cortex, especially by broadband periodic stimuli, may be to facilitate spike generation at the next convergence level in other auditory cortical areas. This can be accomplished by the enhanced spatial integration resulting from the synchronization at the AI level and by increased transmitter release when the increased synchronization is accompanied by increased firing rates. The result will be that, when adequate sounds are presented, activity propagates more easily to higher hierarchical levels (Rouiller et al. 199 1 ) , perhaps in the "synfire chain" fashion envisioned by Abeles ( 1982) .
Assuming that information about a sensory stimulus is coded as correlations between spike trains (Eggermont 1990) then the spikes that contribute to the correlation peak should have a special relationship to stimulus features. Synchronized activity in a population of units may thus be expected to provide a more selective view of the stimulus ensemble, i.e., may be more sharply tuned to relevant stimulus parameters than the summed activity of the units that includes nonsynchronized spikes. We have previously (Eggermont and Epping 1987; Epping and Eggermont 1987) demonstrated for the midbrain of the grassfrog that the spikes that make up the cross-correlogram peak show sharper tuning to an ensemble of species specific vocalization and an enhanced salience of the firing patterns to the entire set of vocalizations. It is postulated that cortical processing proceeds in a similar but more complex way by taking into account the uncorrelated background activity of the neurons that may represent a context for the processing of the information.
Such a context may be provided by information from other cortical areas or by delayed information from earlier stimulus presentations. It is expected that burst firing plays a role in this (Eggermont et al. 1993 ) .
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